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An Interview with Bob Moore, n Do Poep Sa Nim

Bob Moore, Ji Do Poep Sa Nim, is Guiding Teacher for
Dharma Sah Zen Center in Los Angeles, Empty Gate Zen
Center in Berkeley, and the Seattle Dharma Center. He also
directs the graduatemusic theoryprogram at the Universityof
Southern California, teaches internal martial arts (nei kung
and tai chi), and is married with three children. He and his

family live nearWhittier, California, about one hourfromLos

Angeles. Thisinterviewwas conductedforPRIMARYPOINT
by LeonardRoss ofDharma Sah Zen Center.

Primary Point: You do a lot of different things: Tai chi,
music composition, teaching. What do you think is the
common thread that ties all these together?

Bob Moore, Jl Do Poep Sa Nim: The common thread, of
course, is Zenpractice. (laughs) I was initially attracted toZen
Master Seung Sahn's teachings because of his emphasis on

putting practice into action moment by moment. I connected
quite stronglywith that pragmatic bent, perhaps because I was
already married and involved in a full professional life as a

professor and composer.
PP: Whatwas yourpracticebefore you becameZenMaster

Seung Sahn's student?
BM: My first exposure toEastern thoughtbeganwith some

dabbling in themartial arts in 1963, and that ledme to explore
various yoga practices. Like many others during the late
1960's, I read and was deeply influenced by Philip Kapleau
Roshi's The Three Pillars of Zen, but I was too involved in

pursuing advanced academic degrees to commit to a daily
practice or to search for a teacher.

In 1969, I began teachingmusic atOberlin College inOhio
and took a personal vow to become a Zen student. Shunryu
Suzuki Roshi's book, Zen Mind, Beginner's Mind, came out

in 1970, and Imusthave read it twenty times. Iwas determined
to find away togo toCalifornia and studywith him, buthe died
in 1971. I also considered making trips to Rochester to see

Kapleau Roshi, but before that could happen I got a teaching
position at Yale. When we moved to New Haven I found a

diverse group of Zen students who were sitting together a
couple of mornings each week. During my first few months
there I met and sat with both Sasaki Roshi and Eido Roshi.
Then ImetZenMaster Seung Sahn through one ofhis students
who was visiting in New Haven.

PP: What particularly attracted you about Zen Master

Seung Sahn?
BM: All Zenmasters have a presence about them, andZen

Master Seung Sahn certainly has a dominating personality.
But I think the particular quality that struck me was his humor
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and his natural good nature andearthiness. HisEnglish wasnot
terribly sophisticated then, but he took questions and engaged
in some spirited Dharma combat with several people, includ
ing me. I didn't understand the Zen lingo very well, but I
recognized the spirit as being the same that I had observed in
the exchanges in Chung-yuan Chang's Original Teachings of
Ch'an Buddhism, a book I had been studying with great
interest. I thought to myself, "Wow! Here is someone who is
the authentic item."

PP: What is the link between Taoist and Zen teachings?
BM: Contemporary Taoist practicemight be described as

the process of finding one's natural and true energy. Zen is
more concerned with themind, what is usually called our true
nature or universal mind. This may be an oversimplification,
but it points at the essential difference between the two ap
proaches. Contemporary Taoist teachers are usually skeptical
about the simplicity of Zen practice and teach a much more

elaborate systemofstanding, sitting,martial, and visualization
exercises. This is paradoxical considering the ultimate sim

plicityofclassical Taoistphilosophy, butperhaps it is no more
paradoxical than Buddhism with its 84,000 sutras aimed at

cultivating no-mind.

The struggle to attain special
powers has been thegreatestblock
to genuine insight into
a clear and helpfulmind.

At first I was fascinated by the special powers promised by
Taoist practices, but now I feel that is also its greatest pitfall.
A lot of contemporary Taoist practices are similar toWestern
white witchcraft. FormostTaoist students in my observation,
the struggle to attain these powers has been the greatest block
to genuine insight into a clear and helpful mind. American
students in particular tend to want to possess special energy in
a manipulative and materialistic way. Perhaps this is inevi
table, given our recent cultural history.
I learned many wonderful things from Taoist masters, but

there is no conflict in my direction: it is clearly aZen direction.
I see the martial arts, healing arts, and nei kung practices that
I teach as coming from a Zen core. They represent so-called

Continued on next page
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"outer path" practices; the primary goal is drawing people to
thebenefitsofZen. I have also found that theseTaoistpractices
can help to conquer some of the physical and psychological
hurdles that students encounter in their Zen training.

PP: When youwerenotable topractice regularly at theZen
Centers, what did your practice consist of!
BM: I've had aZen cornerorroom in my home since 1969.

It is necessary to have a special place in the home to reinforce
a commitment to regular practice, particularly once children
are on the scene! When you practice in the same placewith the

proper accouterments day after day, that location takes on a

calm, spiritual energy similar to that of a temple. The other
factor is to have a regular practice schedule and stick to it.

Zen Master Seung Sahn has established our practice to

include five aspects, and I advise students to include each

aspect in their home practice. First, we recite the four vows to

Bob Moore, Ji Do Poep Sa Nim

confirm our direction. Second, we bow 108 times to balance
the scales ofour accumulated karma. Third, we sit in medita
tion to calm themind and develop our samadhi nature. Fourth,
we chant to focus our energy and, more importantly, to open
the compassion in our hearts. Last, we have interviews, listen
to talks, read kong-ans and so forth to sharpen our cognition so

thatDharmawisdommightappear. I include those five aspects
in my daily home practice. If I don't have time to do the

complete two hours, then Imodify it while keeping some form
of each practice alive every day. I also try to do two to three
hours of martial arts and nei kung practice daily as a form of

moving meditation.
Also, those ofuswhocan 'tgoaway for long retreatscan still

do special home retreats. One ofmy close Dharma friends,Mu
Deung Sunim, Ji Do Poep Sa Nim used to do a lot of special
retreats in the early 1980's, and I found myself envying his
PageS

freedom. So I decided thatwhen hewentofffor oneofhis solo
retreats, I would do a special personal retreat at the same time.
Forexample, Imight sit two hours athome each day rather than
one hour for the hundredday period. Thenwhen he cameback
to the ZenCenter, rather than feeling envy, Iwould feel a joint
sense of accomplishment and Dharma energy.

PP: Whatdoes your family thinkaboutyoupracticingZen?
BM: My wife opposed it somewhat when I first became

involved with aZen group. We had only been married a short
time, and I think she saw the formal practice as a potential
wedge in our relationship because she wasn't interested in any
religious practice. She had some resistance during the entire
time we lived on the East Coast.

Whenwe firstmoved toCaliforniawe only hadone car. We
were both working at theUniversityofSouthernCalifornia, so
I couldn't go to the Dharma Sah Zen Center in Los Angeles
very often. She noticed a change in my overall demeanor and
finally said after a fewweeks, "Why don'twe buy a second car
so you can startgoingover to the damnZenCenter?" From that

point forward my practice hasn't been a real issue exceptwhen
I'm gone toomuch on teaching trips and the burden of raising
our children falls completely on her shoulders.

PP: What about your children? Do they express any
interest in what you do?
BM: My daughters,who are nine and twelve, are aware of

what I do in terms of teaching and practicing. We have family
meetings periodically, and issues about religion come up from
time to time. I would like to expose my children tomany paths
and let them choose, as theymature, whatever direction seems

best for them. I feel that Zen is a path thatprecedes religion as

itis usually understood. The core teachingofZen iswhatmight
be called a theology of the present. In this sense Zen can be

thought of as the ground from which all true religious insight
grows. I hope that I can helpmy children discover this intimate
aspect of Zen. Then, whatever theology or dogma of lack
thereof seems appropriate to them will be fine with me.

PP: You are amusician and professor. What kind ofmusic
are you involved with?

BM: I'm a so-called avant-garde composer. I compose
what is usually labeled modem classical music. Also I have a

long history of being connected with the whole spectrum of
Americanmusic,particularly the jazz tradition. I began toplay
professionally in jazz groups when I was fifteen, and after

playing for awhile on the road I worked my way through
undergraduate and graduate school as a trombonist and string
bassist. These days I direct the graduatemusic theory program
atU.S.C., and I have a fairly elaborate electronicmusic studio
inmy home. In general, themarket formy typeofmusic is very
small, almost as miniscule as that for Zen!

PP: Has Zen helped you with your music? Or has music

helped you with Zen?
BM: Yes and yes. These two questions originate from the

same place. A great teacher once said that if we make Zen

practice one more chore along with our jobs, family responsi
bilities and so forth, then itwill justmake us very busy! There
is no actual separation between Zen and all the other aspectsof
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our lives. Everything we do is fodder for our practice, and we
are continually testing our clarity in the fires of daily experi
ence. Formal practice is very important Its rituals are like

entering a laboratory to do high-level research; the very best
lab ever discovered for self-knowledge and renewal is the one
of quiet and concentrated meditation. But the actual benefits
ofthat formalpracticearemanifested in oureverydayactivities
and interactions.

PP: Where do you get the energy to do all these different

things on such a tight schedule?
BM: That is a very important question, and a lesson I have

had to learn the hardway. Several years ago Iwasworking full
time at the university, studying the Taoist healing and martial
arts several times a week, going regularly to acupuncture
classes, functioning as HeadDharma Teacher atDharma Sah,
composing music, writing a book on the American jazz tradi
tion, and trying to be a husbandand father. And I damned near
died! Perhaps temporary insanity is a prerequisite for a Zen
student

What actually happened was that my body became very
weak and I discovered that I have insulin-dependent diabetes.
Now I try to live by a more reasonable schedule. My doctors
were amazed that the diabetes had been masked for so many
years, and I think that probably resulted from all the nei kung
andmeditation that I had done. But there is an important lesson
here. I was spending a lot of time studying about the body's
energy systems in order to help otherpeople, and I was trying
to acquire more personal energy and wisdom. But actually I
was over-stressing my own energy system and losing my
center in too many desires and expectations. As Zen Master

Seung Sahn says, "Don't make anything and you will get
everything!" Correctpracticingmeans notwasting ourenergy
on trivial matters, not losing our direction and concentration,
and notgivingawayourcentereasily to the tribulationsofdaily
life. Most importantly, it means not making or wanting
anything other than to experience intimately the mysteries of
eachmoment Then our dharma energy will be "just enough"
and our pathwill be unimpeded by whatever scenery appears.

PP: When Zen first came to this country, there was a

preoccupation with kensho. How do you see that in terms of

everyday practice? Do you think there is something experien
tially separate, or is it just being clear in our everyday interac
tions?
BM: There are experiences of insight that come from

concentrated practice. But Zen Master Seung Sahn says we
must put down any tendency to hold these experiences for the
purpose of making them yet another possession. During his

early years in this country he emphasized thatattaining kensho
was.quite easy. I liked that! He wanted to shatter our notion
that kensho was difficult to attain and that our only hope was
to go away to the mountains and try to penetrate theMu kong
an for years and years. Laterhebegan toemphasize thatgetting
enlightenment was easy, but maintaining the fruits of that

experience in our daily encounters and actions was quite
difficult, So you can't really trust Zen Masters!

Continued on next page
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RESIDENT & GUEST
PRACI1CE PROGRAM

Daily Meditation
Classes

Monthly Retreats
Work Practice

Individual Retreats
WorkshopsSONOMA

MOUNTAIN
ZEN CENTER

In a country environment, the
Zen Center is a lay residential
practice center under the
guidance of Jakusho Kwong
roshi, dharma successor to
the Soto Zen lineage of
Shunryu Suzuki-roshi.

6367 Sonoma Mountain Rd.
Santa Rosa, CA 95404

[l1J7) 545-8105

KAREN J. NYGAARD
Proprietor

BE HERE NOW
BOOKSTORE
10 STATE STREET
BRISTOL, RI 02809

401-253-4099

BOOKS FOR THE
HEART, MIND & BODY

90- DAY SPRING
ZEN INTENSIVE (Ango)

at ZENMOUNTAIN MONASTERY

The most powerful training period of the year, Ango emphasizes
deepening our practice, realizing the self and manifesting it
throughout all aspects of our life. Experience Zen training
within the supportive and challening environment of ZMM.
Study with Daido Loori, Sensei and engage the monastic

schedule of zazen, oryoki , chanting, work, art & body practice,
monthly week-long sesshins, and a wide variety of special

retreats. Enjoy the Monastery's 20D-acre nature sanctuary in the
Catskills as a balance to the rigorous schedule.

Don't wait any longer-take care of this great matter.
Write: ZEN MOUNfAI:-J MONASTERY

Box 197PP Mt. Tremper, NY 12457 (914) tiHR 222R
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The point is that Zen practiceand any resulting experiences
of insight are neither difficult nor easy. As soon as we try to
predict what an experience will be like, we have already
created a conceptual barrier to that experience. And when we
try to hold any genuine experience that we might have, it
immediately dissolves into the chatter of our thinking mind.
It is important tounderstand that thequestioning processwe

use in Zenpractice is quite different from themore familiar one
ofmodem scientific and philosophical thought. In the latter,
the questioning process results in problem solving through
logic and deduction; the primary goal is to build a fund of

knowledge and a coterie of techniques for future research.

Spiritual questioning is quite different. ThegreatdoubtofZen
can never be solved in this logical and paradigmatic way. The
mysteries of Bodhidharma's "don't-know mind" can only be
penetrated, not solved, and during that process the secrets of
our existence become heightened, not dissipated. Finally,
through a process of attrition, our "don't know" becomes

completely boundless and open. Becoming intimate with that
process is the essence ofZen attainment. Ifwe are asked what
is the secret to thismystery, wemust respond asNan Yueh did
to the SixthPatriarch's question about the nature of his awak
ening. NanYuehreplied, "To say itis like something is already
to miss the point."

"Why don't we buy a second car
so you can startgoing over to
the damn Zen Center?"

PP: Some students in our school feel that we don't place
enough emphasis on the academic study of Buddism, for
example the study ofZen texts or the sutras. How do you feel
about this?
BM: It is a matter of timing, I think. Zen Master Seung

Sahn had to take books away from me at one point. Most

beginning students comewith such a full conceptual plate, so
to speak, that any study ofBuddhist dogmawould createmore
complications and intellectual attachments. However, like
many others, I think training in our school has been inadequate
for more seasoned students as they begin to take on teaching
responsibilities. We are addressing that issue now, and we are
putting togethera bibliography forpotentialDharmaTeachers
to use. In our roles as first and second generation American
Zen students, wemust do our very best to preserve the core of
the tradition as it has been passed to us from the East That is
one of our basic responsibilities.

PP: That raises thequestion ofhow American Zenmightbe
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different from Korean, Chinese, or Japanese Zen. In what
directions do you see American Zen heading?
BM: We are in a turbulent and sensitive period now

because the first generation of American Zen teachers has

begun to appear. It is similar to the transition of Indian
Buddhism toChinaand later theexportation ofCh'an toKorea
and Japan. Buddhism has always proven to be very resilient
and malleable, and we are seeing this transitional process
starting tounfold here in theU.S. ButthisbirthingofAmerican
Zenwill bepainful in someways, andwearealso experiencing
that.

.

Many students are taken with notions of themysterious and
ineffable Oriental teacher, and have a hard time accepting a

Zen teacher who appears to be just another plain American

psychologist, musician, carpenter or whatever. And many
students find it difficult to grow side-by-side through the years
with someone as aDharma brother or sister and then suddenly
confront that old friend as a teacher of the Dharma. Many
senior students struggle with that problem as the Zen Masters
withdraw more and more from active teaching. Another

problem is that America is governed by democratic principles
that aredeeply ingrained in ourpsyches. TheZen tradition has
tended to be quite autocratic and hierarchical. All of these

complex issues around hierarchical authority as opposed to

group decision-making must be worked through. To compli
cate matters further, the inherited Zen tradition has been

largely a patriarchal one, and that simply will not fly in

contemporary American society. Many of our strongest Zen
students are women who are quite committed to feminist

positions. It is indeed a very complex transition that is taking
place.

Also, there is no question in my mind that Zen teachers
would have larger sanghasandgreater fmancial resources ifwe
simply did away withmostof the rituals ofpractice: chanting,
bowing, formal interviews, ceremonies, etc. Many Americans
are interested in the benefits ofmeditation but are alienated by
any kind of religious ritual-Western or Eastern. This kind
ofZen practice, which might be thought of as an extension of
New Age or transpersonal psychology, is very appealing to a

number of socially middle- and upper-class Americans.
But I feel that this path is fraughtwith danger. I tend to be

pretty conservative as a first generation teacher, and I thinkwe
have to be very careful when discarding any part of the
thousands of years of tradition thatwe have inherited. Maybe
that is why I have always been attracted to formal meditation,
nei kung, and martial forms of practice. I get a feeling of
connecting to the energy and wisdom of dozens of previous
generations, and that can be exhilarating - when it isn't too

painful!
On the other hand, there is no question that American Zen

will eventually become Americanized. How that is going to

happen is still verymuch an open question, andprobablywon't
start to become clear until we get to at least the second or third
generation of American Zen teachers. Maybe then Zen will
fmd its natural place in the fabric of American society.
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